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ABSTRACT
We presentMLsploit, the first user-friendly, cloud-based system
that enables researchers and practitioners to rapidly evaluate and
compare state-of-the-art adversarial attacks and defenses for ma-
chine learning (ML) models. As recent advances in adversarial
ML have revealed that many ML techniques are highly vulnerable
to adversarial attacks, MLsploit meets the urgent need for practi-
cal tools that facilitate interactive security testing of ML models.
MLsploit is jointly developed by researchers at Georgia Tech and
Intel, and is open-source (https://mlsploit.github.io). Designed for
extensibility, MLsploit accelerates the study and development of
secure ML systems for safety-critical applications. In this showcase
demonstration, we highlight the versatility of MLsploit in perform-
ing fast-paced experimentation with adversarial ML research that
spans a diverse set of modalities, such as bypassing Android and
Linux malware, or attacking and defending deep learning models
for image classification. We invite the audience to perform experi-
ments interactively in real time by varying different parameters of
the experiments or using their own samples, and finally compare
and evaluate the effects of such changes on the performance of the
machine learning models through an intuitive user interface, all
without writing any code.
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OVERVIEW
MLsploit is a machine learning evaluation and fortification frame-
work designed for education and research of adversarial ML. It is
the first cloud-based tool that allows real-time interactive experi-
mentation with state-of-the-art adversarial ML research through a
web-based interface. By unveiling a host of vulnerabilities in the
underlying techniques related to machine learning, recent research
in the field of adversarial ML has cast a shadow on the deployment
of ML models in safety-critical applications. Several works in this
domain have also introduced robust defense techniques for these
vulnerabilities. MLsploit aims to accelerate such research in this
field by focusing on ML security related techniques and providing
an interactive platform for researchers and practitioners to evaluate
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Figure 1: Top: Using MLsploit’s interactive web interface,
users can upload their own samples (e.g., APK files, images
etc.), apply research functions to them (e.g., modifying APK
files to bypass malware detection), and compare the results
with previous experiments. Bottom: MLsploit system archi-
tecture. The frontend web portal gets data from a backend
RESTAPI. The experiments are run on separate instances by
the job scheduler. The research modules are independently
developed and deployed using Docker containerization.

and strengthen the robustness of ML models in adversarial settings.
We have also created a demo video for MLsploit, which can be
viewed at https://youtu.be/hlzszoQVgD4.

The MLsploit system has a service-oriented architecture (SOA)
that includes a web portal for users to interact with, and a RESTful
API to further automate experiments. The research functions intet-
grated in MLsploit can be thought of as modular components which
can be combined in different arrangements to create the desired

https://mlsploit.github.io
https://youtu.be/hlzszoQVgD4
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Figure 2: MLsploit web interface. (1) User creates pipelines by combining various research functions. Pipelines, with the se-
lected parameters for each function, are shown in the right panel. (2) User uploads their own data samples to MLsploit, which
are then listed in the left panel. (3) User runs an experiment by selecting from the uploaded files and pressing the “Run” button
for a pipeline, which initiates a background job that passes the selected input through the various functions, and shows the
output upon job completion. Output from previous runs are also shown for comparison.

experiment pipeline using an intuitive interface. Since MLsploit
leverages Docker containerization in the backend, each component
can be implemented in any language and on any platform, and ML-
sploit glues everything together through well-defined APIs. This
flexible component design is agnostic to the underlying implemen-
tation of the machine learning function, and hence allows quick
development for researchers as well.

MLsploit was developed at the Intel Science & Technology Cen-
ter for Adversary-Resilient Security Analytics (ISTC-ARSA), which
is a collaboration between Intel Corporation and Georgia Tech. The
development of this tool was motivated by the growing need for
quickly iterating over evaluation and comparison of the perfor-
mance of machine learning models with conjunction to adversarial
attacks and defenses. To further promote collaboration with other
researchers, the entire MLsploit framework is open-sourced on
GitHub (https://github.com/mlsploit).

Through this demonstration of MLsploit, we highlight the fol-
lowing contributions to the research community:

1. Interactive experimentationwith adversarialML research.
MLsploit enables ML researchers and practitioners to perform ex-
periments on their own data interactively, without writing any code,
by combining plug-able components and services that implement
various ML and security-related functions.

2. Enabling comparison of attacks anddefenses acrossmodal-
ities.MLsploit currently integrates adversarial ML research mod-
ules that include bypassing the detection of Android, Linux and
Windows malware, and attacks and defenses on image classification
models. Users can compare the effect of varying different parame-
ters for these techniques seamlessly through MLsploit.

3. Facilitating easy integration of novel research. The modu-
larity of the MLsploit framework allows researchers to easily inte-
grate their own research modules into the toolchain. We have also
developed a python library that abstracts away the orchestration of
the input files and experiment parameters from the web backend,
and provides a simple API to the researcher for accessing these
artifacts in their own python module. Hence, it becomes very easy
to write and integrate new research functions for MLsploit, and
keep the tool updated with state-of-the-art techniques.

ADVERSARIAL ML MODULES
MLsploit currently supports a host of adversarial ML modules span-
ning a diverse set of modalities, which we will demonstrate at this
showcase and also invite the audience to experiment with:
• AVPass: leak and bypass Android malware detection [2].

• Barnum: defend models for document malware detection [3].

• ELF: bypass Linux malware detection with API perturbation.

• PE: create and attack models for Windows PE malware detection.

• SHIELD: attack and defend state-of-the-art image classifiers [1].
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